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PRAYER FOR THIS COUNTRY
Macky Sall a Senegalese geologist and politician is the president and Mohammed Dionne
is the Prime Minister. As a model of democratic success, Senegal has remained relatively
peaceful and enjoyed economic stability and freedom of press for years. Agriculture and
tourism are the country’s main sources of revenue. Tightened security laws have affected
freedoms as the nation has concern about encroaching militant Islam in the region.
Government forces have been deployed increasingly to the border regions this
year. Senegal is a Muslim-dominated multi-party democracy, but remains accepting of
other religions. Christian Believers remain free to worship openly and rarely face
persecution. Senegal hosts large refugee numbers. Many African illegal migrants use
Senegal as a departure point for Europe.

Praise Report
 Praise God for the peace and stability of this nation. Pray that God will protect its borders

and keep radical Islam from finding any foothold (The Bible, 1 Samuel 30:23).

Prayer Requests
 We declare the great commission call of the Lord to the Churches in Senegal that they

will make the most of the largely peaceful freedom of religion to take seriously to share
the Gospel of Jesus Christ (The Bible, Mark 16:15).

Pray for Christian Senegal Believers to have a heart to bring the Gospel into the more
extreme Muslim nations that neighbor them, that God will lead them and open doors for
them (The Bible, Malachi 3:10).

Call to Salvation
 Pray for salvation among some key influential leaders in the government, among various

ethnic tribes, and among the youth through media influence and Christian literature (The
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Bible, Revelation 5:9).
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MORE ABOUT THIS COUNTRY
As a model of democratic success, Senegal has remained relatively peaceful and
enjoyed economic stability, and freedom of press for years. Agriculture and tourism are
the country’s main sources of revenue. Tightened security laws have affected freedoms
as the nation has concern about encroaching militant Islam in the region. Senegal is a
Muslim-dominated multi-party democracy, but remains accepting of other religions.
Christian Believers remain free to worship openly and rarely face persecution.
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POPULATION
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Sunni Islam
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54%
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